
ESSAY WRITING EDITING CHECKLIST

This free editing checklist can help you to perfect your essay and take your to edit your essay, it could be that you do,
indeed, have advanced essay writing.

Has the writer used sufficient examples and detail to make his or her points clearly? Is the title capitalized
correctly? For a full proofreading checklist, take a look at our essay proofreading checklist. They aspire to be
great. To take an essay beyond the draft stage through a polished version, you need a peer editor. Have I
included a cover sheet? It's among the oldest and wisest OWLs. Are they formatted correctly? Is my use of
tenses correct? During the peer editing process, you should be concerned with content, organization, and style.
Does the conclusion refer back to the thesis statement? Is the sentence structure varied? Would writing it in
my own words be more effective? Has the writer fully interpreted the findings? How to Peer Edit an Essay:
Top Tips for Success Peer editors should review an essay with the primary intention of offering advice on how
it can be improved. Does the assignment advance in logical stages? Provide constructive feedback that
highlights the positive areas of the essay while also pointing out some areas for improvement. Hand them our
handy tips and the great peer editing checklist. Have all quotations been checked against the original? Are my
paragraphs clearly connected and coherent? In long sentences, have I separated related ideas with commas or
semicolons for easier understanding? Have I checked my spelling? Has the assignment been addressed? Have
I used direct and clear language? Are transitions used correctly? Is it typed or written neatly? Are the "who,"
"where," "why," "what," and "how" questions addressed? Are facts and opinions supported with examples or
explanations where necessary? Does each sentence clearly follow on from the one before? Essay Conclusion
Does the conclusion contain at least three sentences? Is the flow of the essay seamless? Does each paragraph
begin with a topic sentence? If you focus purely on punctuation and spelling errors, you may not add a
significant amount of value. Is the tone of the essay appropriate? Is my assignment well presented? Cuba, l.
The idea of editing and proofreading your own essays, let alone asking someone else to help, may be beyond
comprehension. Are you clear about what issue is being addressed in this essay? Has the writer avoided
insulting the reader? Does the analysis presented in the paper support the thesis statement? Do I need to read
more?


